
 

B L O C K C H A I N
C o l l e g e

 P r o o f  o f  C o n c e p t
 



A student in need of
education, soft skills,

and employment
 

Students create a profile
at the very beginning of
their academic journey

and are constantly
adding information to

that profile.
 

This includes things like
badges for soft skill

certifications, grades if
they want them public,
examples of academic

work, and personal
growth and reflection
statements to attract

employers.
 

Students earn Coins
based on Proof of

Academic Stake. They
earn coins based on

grades and skills
assessments. They are
essentially mining with

good grades
 

Students then have
choices: They can hold

onto coins for future
value, they can turn coins
in to offset future tuition

costs, they can also bid
coins to get interviews

for jobs. 
 

Students with high
grades and accumulated
soft skill badges can get
priority interviews for
businesses who have

been watching them the
entire journey.
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 Story
  



Initially, faculty will not
be paid with coins. Later
we will evaluate paying

with coins
 

Faculty can earn coins based on teaching excellence evaluated with
student and business reviews and feedback. Coins can be earned for
both traditional instruction as well as soft skill instruction. Based on
Proof of Academic Stake, they will also earn coins for contact hours

with student in the online programs.
 

Faculty
 Story
  



Buys Coins
 

A Business in need of skilled
labor

 

The business can then
bid those coins for
priority of specific

curriculum, soft skills
training, or even specific

students.
 

Much like a dating
website, the business can

add profiles for what
skills they need and
browse profiles of

students that are at
every stage of their
academic progress

 

Businesses can put in a
bid for first choice for

students that meet the
criteria, or they can
choose to sponsor a

specific student with a
smart contract.

 

Students who accept the
smart contract can have

some or all of their
education paid. Students

who match the profile
without a smart contract
can have first priority to
interview for a job with

the business.
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The system will not be
open source, but will be
given free to any college

or university that wants it.
 

They will all use the same
coin.

 

All students and all businesses in the
ecosystem will be able to see one

another and enter into smart contracts
with one another.

 

The free distribution of
the software and coin

will ensure greater value
for businesses and

students and provide a
larger coin base which

should drive up coin
value.

 

EcoSystem
 Story
  


